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About This Game

"Anstorm", a research ship on the mission outside the explored part of the galaxy, discovered a wormhole with an artificial
planet inside of it. Your new mission is to make a landing on it, and find out its origin and history.
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Game features

Simple and thrilling gameplay will remind you of the days of the classic arcade shooters.

Campaign mode consists of 6 chapters with a boss at the end of each chapter.

Survival mode, in which you have to battle infinitely growing hordes of enemies to reach the highest score possible.

Labyrinth mode, which requires you to survive for 30 seconds on the constantly moving terrain. Stay away from the
void!

This game is made by a single indie-developer. Buying it will support him for more awesome stuff in the future!
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Title: Anstorm
Genre: Action, Indie
Developer:
Shiv
Publisher:
Shiv
Release Date: 16 Nov, 2018

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 7

Processor: Dual Core 2.4 Ghz

Memory: 1 GB RAM

Graphics: Latest graphics drivers

DirectX: Version 9.0c

Storage: 300 MB available space

Sound Card: DirectX® Compatible

English,Russian
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This game ruined my day. But it was enjoyable and fun to play for $1.40. Its a very nice game. I like the logic required for the
puzzels.

Though i have a few suggestions:
-pleas add ultrawide support, i dont like the black 'boxes' on each side on my screen.
-the learning-ai screen is a bit unlogical, and could be made so its easier to find what you need.
-the medal system is fun but a bit weird, sometimes with silver and bronze, there's only a faction of a second between them.
. Frontlines: Fuel of war a game Developed by KAOS studios and published by now dead THQ, is a modern military first person
shooter, which borrows heavily from 2 giants Battlefield and Call of duty. By borrowing the elements from these two giants can
it make a compelling narrative driven story with engaging multiplayer battles? Let’s find out.

The games campaign takes place in the future where oil sources wore thin and people started suffering for their predecessors
mistakes. which is gonna happen in real world also. So as always you are in the shoes of a generic soldier in U.S army which is
this time named as "Western Coalition" fighting the as always bad guys Russians and Chinese who are now named as "Red star
Alliance". the story is not ground breaking by any means. Its just an excuse to shoot Russian and Chinese dudes in the face.
Actually the gameplay is all about 2 objectives. Capture certain places and occasionally hold them for 5 minutes or so, and
destroy certain objects like satellite up-link dishes or propaganda towers. Yes the mission structures is that lazy. There are 8
Missions. Around 4 to 5 hours of campaign. The narrative is also not strong. By the end of the game you'll be scratching your
head about what is happening. The characters are so forgettable that you won't even remember your own characters name. To
summarize the Campaign is pretty dull.

As told before the game borrows from the grand daddies of MMS(Modern military shooters) Battlefield and COD. Particularly
from Battlefield. The description of game on the steam store page tells it's a open world shooter. A lie.
It's not open world, surely the maps are big (not huge). But it's a MMS, still those invisible walls are there. "Return to mission
area" warnings are there. But as told before the maps are big. Gives the option to player to tackle the objectives in the map as
they wanted. To talk about AI the friendlies are bunch of morons. they are useless. They don't even shoot. They will stand in a
place pointing gun in one direction. You have to do everything by yourself. Shoot baddies, Tanks, Helicopters. Snipers, Hold the
position till red smoke becomes white and then blue, setup Bombs to destroy objectives each and everything.

Ok. Singleplayer is garbage. what about Multiplayer. Sadly since THQ is closed and gamespy is shutdown, the multiplayer
servers are not available. there is a workaround in steam forums. But there are not many players playing it now. So if you are
buying it for multiplayer then you'll be disappointed.

The KAOS studios had a great little idea. But they executed it terribly. by the end of campaign it shows that they had plan for
more. May be a sequel. They wanted a franchise out of it. Ofcourse it had the potential to be great MMS Franchise. But too
many bad design decisions killed any hope of it becoming the next big thing in gaming. With it's current price and the content
available I just can't recommend it to any one. If you are curious best to pick it up in a sale of 80% or more.
. so i was in the\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665and i was lioke bruh this game cheap so i bought it for me and frinds then i
downloads and then i was like bvruh the\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665we do in this gamae then bruh idk it waz gud so like
10\/10 #fish\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665battleroyale. Banger, 10/10. Crankage Games delivers another great little game
at a great price. Quiver♥♥♥♥♥♥is my spirit animal.. WHATCHA GONNA DO WHEN HULKAMANIA RUNS WILD ALL
OVER YOU, BROTHER!?!?. - 'Be your own DJ.' -

The Polynomial catapults you into a space arena, with colorful stars and lights illuminating your endless surroundings.
Controlling your own little spaceship, shooting 'enemy' objectives and gather power-up items makes it feel like an all classic
space-shooter game.
It\u2019s more a case of floating around, attacking anything that comes in your direction, exploring the intriguing and trippy
world.
http:\/\/steamcommunity.com\/sharedfiles\/filedetails\/?id=602627619
Customize your own playlists while navigating along gorgeous environments, tweaking the settings to the style of music, flying
around and listening to your favorite songs.
http:\/\/steamcommunity.com\/sharedfiles\/filedetails\/?id=567639290
The editor mode gives you plenty of freedom to mess around on over 30 custom designed maps, by changing the fov or adding
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post processing effects to your game.
The developer did a beautiful job, making the game analyzing your music and syncing it to their individual beat, starting from
simple classic, jazz or dubstep and R&B.
http:\/\/steamcommunity.com\/sharedfiles\/filedetails\/?id=602630634
+Visually refreshing and unique game.
+Easy gameplay with lots of graphical options and customizable playlists.

The only downside, after a while it'll appear to be the same over and over once you've gone through all maps.

Verdict:
Overall, I had a great time exploring and enjoying playing with my own music. The flashing lighting effects can be trippy for
the eye, so not an 'everybody's' game with the massive amount of crazy color particles on screen.
I still recommend anybody to give it a try!

8\/10. Pros:
- It's my favorite fighting series since I was a kid.

Neutral:
- Lots of boobs.

Cons
- It's owned by money hungry fks.
- The prices for the DLC are dumb as fk.
- It made me realize I need a better graphics card to run the best settings for the game :(
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TLDR; It's just OK... buy this if you want to support a small developer, not because you expect to be entertained.

The BAD:
Half a game. I have 2.3 hours on record because an hour of it was spent running out to get lunch. Don't expect to be satisfied.
The game ends abruptly. It looks like you're reaching a crescendo in the story when instead it's just, "thanks for playing!". I
suppose in $\/h this is cheaper than a movie ticket (just barely), but at least movies have a beginning, middle, and end.

The GOOD:
Those are my frustrations with the game, but also, it does contain some dry humor. Nothing that will make you actually laugh,
but it tries to be funny, which is nice. I liked the plot and the story.

The MEH:
I would say that the controls are good, since it is just a point-and-click game (I guess tap since it's a mobile port). However, in
some areas, it can get pretty annoying when it shifts from click near the area you want to go to click exactly on the specific thing
you wish to jump on. Since the controls are so simple, it greatly reduces the excitement in the game. You never need to combine
objects as it is done for you. You don't need to fight anything, because that's just a cutscene. At one point a rain of arrows is
coming at you, and you have no option but to just click and hope that this time the random-arrow-placement-generator doesn't
hit you.

. KLANG BANG RHYTHM THANG. This is extremely well made. It only took around 45min to play all the way through, but
what is there is incredibly polished. It feels like an official Portal game. Can't wait to see what these guys make next! (Or if
Valve just hires them to make Portal 3....). ---{Graphics}---
\u2610 Masterpiece
\u2611 Beautiful
\u2610 Good
\u2610 Decent
\u2610 Will do
\u2610 Bad
\u2610 Awful
---{Gameplay}---
\u2610 Try not to get addicted
\u2611 Very good
\u2610 Good
\u2610 Nothing special
\u2610 Ehh
\u2610 Bad
\u2610 Awful

---{Audio}---
\u2610 Eargasm
\u2610 Very good
\u2611 Good
\u2610 Decent
\u2610 Not too bad
\u2610 Bad
\u2610 Earrape

---{Audience}---
\u2610 0+
\u2610 3+
\u2610 7+
\u2611 12+
\u2610 16+
\u2610 18+
\u2610 21+
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---{PC Requirements}---
\u2610 Check if you can run the calculator
\u2610 Potato
\u2610 Minimum
\u2610 Decent
\u2611 Fast
\u2610 Rich boy
\u2610 Ask NASA if they have a spare computer

---{Difficulity}---
\u2610 Just press some buttons
\u2610 Easy
\u2610 Significant brain usage
\u2611 Easy to learn \/ Hard to master
\u2610 Not so easy
\u2610 Difficult
\u2610 Dark Souls

---{Story}---
\u2611 Epic
\u2610 Lovely
\u2610 Good
\u2610 Average
\u2610 Not great
\u2610 Something is not nothing I guess
\u2610 Doesn't have

---{Game Time}---
\u2610 Endless
\u2610 Very Long
\u2610 Long
\u2611 Depends on you
\u2610 Not too short
\u2610 Short
\u2610 Long enough for a cup of tea

---{Price}---
\u2610 Buy now
\u2610 Consider to buy it
\u2611 Worth the price
\u2610 Wait for sale
\u2610 Maybe if you have some spare money left
\u2610 Do not buy it
\u2610 Do not throw money into a trash can

---{Bugs}---
\u2610 Never had any
\u2610 Minor bugs
\u2610 Few bugs
\u2611 Some bugs
\u2610 Can get annoying
\u2610 Ruining the game
\u2610 The game itself is a bug. The game is fun, but I really wish it would get updated. I've played other Kemco games and
enjoyed them. They're always a bit on the easy side...usually autobattle thru to the bosses, and the bosses present enough
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challenge that you'll die a few times in the game. They force you to update your gear, do the extra stuff...so on. As to being in
full screen, I just use fullscreensizer and viola, it's enjoyable. NOT this game. It's just balanced all wrong. I'm less than 2 hours
in, playing at the expert level, and I literally can't die...2 super strikes and the bosses die. Ridiculous. I wonder if Kemco
REALIZES this game is so easy and mis-balanced?? Until they fix it...avoid. Refunded.. Are you an old school Square gamer? I
mean, OLD SCHOOL. This game will scratch that wonderful, quirky, punishingly difficult itch, and then some. Brilliant.

Release Notes 1.33 - Achievements:
Hello everyone, finally I was able to implement the consquistas in the game.

I have created some in key points of the journey. I also fixed some minor bugs, and improved the lighting in some phases.

Remembering that even released I'm still working to polish the game even more.. Release Notes for version 1.3:
Good afternoon people, today I announce the release of version 1.3 of the game, I am quite happy to say that the game is
complete, with everything I imagined from the beginning.

The game is fully functional, with all phases, enemies and finally sound effects.

Fix several bugs before this version, so much that I have already published 2 version after 1.0, almost the same day, but I believe
that everything is now ok. If any errors appear, I will try to correct them as soon as possible.

And to celebrate I'm starting a promotion with 10% discount, in case you have not got it yet is a good chance to test the news.

I hope you enjoy the game, and you can leave your opinions, which I will be very happy to answer.. OTTTD The Princess
Adventure Update Notes 1.36:
- Correction of some bugs.

Attention:

I momentarily deactivated the achievements, because the module that releases with the Steam API (third-party module) is not
working properly, and it is the one that is causing the problem to start in Windows 10, forcing the game to close.

As soon as I decide to launch a new update releasing the achievements.. Update Notes 1.34:
I have just released the latest update, and some issues have been fixed:

- Fix crash fix at startup in Windows 10.
- Revised the collisions of some elements.
- Improvement in ambient sound (in the caves)
- Bats follow in a more random way.
- Other small fixes.
- Added more boxes.

Sorry for the delay in launching this update!. Update Notes 1.002:
Hello everyone, I hope you are enjoying the game. I just posted the first update to fix some issues. As the following:

Messages can now be skipped.

Boxes are dragged more easily.

I improved the speed of the princess not to run too much.

The daggers no longer collide with items and coins.

Soon I will release new updates with improvements and new maps.
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See you later!
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